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Chapter: 3120

A simple sentence turned up a stormy sea.

Doctor Dark and they looked at each other.

All are an idea – guess wrong.

Ye Junlin basically wants to kill them all.

Instead of the way Long Three and Long Five dealt with.

Let it go on acquaintances or other faces.

They were all shocked enough.

But it was Li Chengmin and the people from Xingguo who were most

shocked.

Ye Junlin would actually say such a thing.

In their opinion, Xingguo has shown the ultimate trump card.

Ye Junlin must surrender, and then tell the secret of the resource.

No one thought that he would continue to settle accounts and kill

everyone except Li Chengmin.

Shock!

It’s all so shocking.

It took a full minute for everyone in the star country to react one by

one.

Li Chengmin has indeed changed.

Hear what Ye Junlin said.

She smiled: “I know you are very strong, and outsiders don’t know

your strength! But I know, you are actually very strong! The general

gods are definitely not your opponents! You even killed half of the

gods in my star country last time, right? ?”

Li Chengmin is very smart and has already guessed it.

“But, this era has changed. After the recovery of the spiritual energy, it

is more powerful than you! Especially with our current strength? Can

you compare?”

“I admit that one or two hundred gods are not necessarily your

opponents! But how many of us are there?”

“And we all have equipment matched by gods, and our combat power

is doubled! What are you fighting us for?”

“It’s the liquid suit on me, you’ll never be able to wear it! Not to

mention kill everyone here!”

…

Li Chengmin began to show off their terrifying combat power to Ye

Junlin.

She even showed off her uniform.

“Hahaha, Ye Junlin, stop pretending! Hurry up and surrender!”

“Tell us the secret of the resources, and we can still spare your life!”

…

The gods of the star kingdom all began to laugh wildly.

But Ye Junlin looked at them and said nothing.

There is no need to talk too much nonsense with this group of people,

just kill it!

Doctor Dark They are looking forward to the appearance of a sword.

But it never appeared.

Because Ye Junlin kills without a sword today.

“die!”

Ye Junlin’s mouth burst into thunder, and he made a cold sound.

“boom!”

The right foot stomped on the ground!

This step is simply a disaster!

The earth shook and the mountains swayed, and the tumult of the sky

and the earth began to unfold immediately.

An incomparable force in the earth quickly rippled forward.

It was as if the whole earth was torn apart.

“Buzzing…”

The terrifying power caused the sky and the earth to roar, tearing

everything around.

The wave of power swayed everything.

“boom!”

Li Chengmin, who bears the brunt, was the first to bear the volatility.

“Clap clap clap…”

The indestructible liquid suit on her body shattered instantly.

It fell off her and disappeared.

However, Ye Junlin did it deliberately, and her body was not harmed.

Soon the power fluctuations passed her and swept directly towards the

more than 1,400 gods behind her.

“Crack!”

“Crack!”

“Crack!”

…

These gods are not as lucky as Li Chengmin.

At this moment, their bodies, together with their combat readiness, all

fell apart, and were directly smashed into powder by the terrifying

fluctuations.

Dissipated directly between heaven and earth, leaving nothing behind.

Not even a drop of blood was left.

That is, when it encounters the fluctuation of power, it shatters and

disappears in an instant.

In an instant, none of the more than 1,400 gods could withstand this

energy fluctuation, and they all shattered and disappeared.

Fourteen hundred people disappeared in an instant.

Gives a shocking visual impact!

The power fluctuation continued to spread, eventually sweeping and

wrapping the huge Tianshen base.

“Boom…”

The terrifying power fluctuation instantly caused the Tianshen base to

collapse and shatter, and a huge base disappeared in an instant.

Together with the gods in the base or everything else smashed to

pieces.

nothing is left…
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